Biological motion point-light walkers convey information about the sex of a walker. As has been shown earlier, retrieving this information depends on the viewpoint: Frontal views are easier to classify than profile views. However, what happens if a walker is shown from a varying viewpoint as is the case when we see a walker walking on a circle? Multiple viewpoints should facilitate activation of a three-dimensional representation which might help classification. On the other hand, the additional rotation might mask intrinsic (that is, relative) motion diagnostic for the sex of the walker and therefore hinder classification. In the current study, observers had to indicate perceived sex of point-light displays of individual walkers shown either in frontal view (0 deg), half profile view (30 deg), profile view (90 deg), or in a condition in which the viewpoint rotated from -50 to 50 deg over the display time of 2 sec. In addition, we manipulated the information provided. Walkers contained either only structural information, only kinematic information, or all information. The results replicated earlier findings showing that performance at frontal and half profile view is much better than at profile view and that kinematic information is required for sex classification whereas structural information has very little diagnostic value. In addition, we could show that rotating views of a walker are clearly resulting in worse classification than frontal or half-profile views, but were classified much better than profile view walkers. We conclude that three-dimensional representations do not facilitate sex classification from biological motion. Diagnostic information about sex is primarily contained in the kinematics within the fronto-parallel plane and the motion due to rotation of the walker aggravates retrieval of this information.
